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editor’s comments
The first issue of the semester is an unpredictable one. Considering the variables of
what could go wrong as a first time Editor in Chief, what’s the worst that could happen?
Right? Well luckily, this semester we have a group of wonderful hard-working student
writers andan awesome editorial staff who is willing to take charge and do what it takes
to improve this paper.

I guess this is where I shouldintroduce myself. My name is JennaDeNoyelles and I’m
the new editor of The Capital Times.

More importantly, here is the new crew. We have some new faces, we have some old
faces, but most importantly we share the same goal in trying to deliver the students and
faculty of this fine campus with the best studentrun paper possible.

Here are the Editors of The Capital Times hard at work during layout.

Marty Santaluica, Copy Editor
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Corrections and Comments
The Capital Times seeks to provide complete, correct and fair reporting. Any necessary corrections or
comments are welcome and appreciated.

Please call 717-948-6440 or e-mail captimes@psu.edu.


